The cache, a high-speed buffer establishing a storage hierarchy in the
Model 85, i s discussed in depth in this part, since it represents the
basic organizational departure from other SYSTEM/~BO computers.
Discussed are organization and operation of the cache, including the
mechanisms used to locate and retrieve data needed by the processor.
The internal performance studies that led to use of the cache are described, and simulated performance of the chosen configuration i s
compared with that of a theoretical system having a n entire 80-nanosecond main storage. Finally, the effects of varying cache parameters
are discussed and tabulated.

Structural aspects of the System/360 Model 85

11 Thecache
by J. S. Liptay
Among the objectives of the Model 85 is that of providinga
SYSTEM/^^ compatible processor with both high performance and
high throughput. One of the importantingredients of high throughput is a large main storage capacity (see the accompanying article
in Part I). However, it is not feasible to provide a large main storage with an access time commensurate with the 80-nanosecond
processor cycle of the Model 85. A longer access time can be partially compensated for by anincrease in overlap, greaterbuffering,
deeper storage interleaving, more sophistication in
the handling of
branches, and other improvements in the processor. All of these
factors only partially compensate for
the slower storage, and, therefore, we decided to use a storage hierarchy instead.
The storage hierarchy consists of a 1.04-microsecond main storage and asmall,fast store called a cache,l whichisintegrated
into theCPU. The cache is not addressable by a program, but rather
is used to hold the contents of those portions of main storage that
arecurrently being used. Most processor fetchescan then be
handled by referring to the cache, so that most of the time the
processor has a shortaccess time. When the program starts operating on datain a different portion of main storage, the data in that
portion mustbe loaded into thecache and the data
from some other
portion removed. This activity must take place without program
assistance, since the Model 85 must be compatible with the restof
the SYSTEM/360 line.
This paper discusses organization of the cache and the studies
that led to itsuse in the Model 85 and to selecting of values for its
parameters.
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The main storage units that can be used on the Model 85 are the
IBM 2365-5 and the 2385. They have a 1.04-microsecond cycle time
and make available capacities from 512K bytes to 4096K bytes
(K = 1024). The cache is a 16K-byte integrated storage, which is
capable of operating every processor cycle. Optionally, it can be
expanded to 24K bytes or 32K bytes.
Both the cache and main storage are logically divided into sectors, each consisting of 1K contiguous bytes starting on 1K-byte
boundaries. During operation, a correspondence is set up between
cache sectors and main storage sectors in which each cache sector
is assigned to a single different main storage sector. However, because of the limited number of cache sectors, most main storage
sectors do not have any cache sectors assigned to them (see Figure
1). Each of the cache sectors has a 14-bit sector address register,
which holds the address of the main storage sector to which it is
assigned.
The assignment of cache sectors is dynamically adjusted during
operation, so that they are assigned to the main storage sectors that
are currently being used by the program. If the program causes a
fetch from a main storage sector that does not have a cache sector
assigned to it, one of the cache sectors is then reassigned to that
main storage sector. To make a good selection of a cache sector to
reassign, enough information is maintained to order the cache sectors into an activity list. The sector at the topof the list is the one
that was most recently referred to, the second one is the next most
recently referred to, and so forth. When a cache sector is referred
t o , it is moved to the top of the list, and the intervening ones are
moved down one position. This is not meant to imply an actual
movement of sectors within the cache, but ratherrefers to a logical
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ordering of the sectors. When it is necessary to reassign a sector,the
one selected is the one at the bottom of the activity list. This
cache sector is the one that has gone the longest without being
referred to.
When a cache sector is assigned to a different main storage sector, the contents of all of the 1K bytes located in thatmain storage
sector are not loaded into the cache a t once. Rather, each sector is
divided into 16 blocks of 64 bytes, and the blocks are loaded on a
demand basis. When a cache sector is reassigned, the only block
that is loaded is the one that was referred to. If they are required,
the remaining blocks are loaded later, one at a time. Each block
in the cache has a bit associated with it to record whether it has
been loaded. This “validity bit” is turned on when the block is
loaded and off when the sector is reassigned.
Store operations always cause main storage to be updated. If
the main storage sector being changed has a cache sector assigned
to it, the cache is also updated; otherwise, noactivity related to the
cache takes place. Therefore, store operations cannot cause a cache
sector to be reassigned, a block to be loaded, or the activity list to
cache is also in main storage,
be revised. Since all of the data in the
it is not necessary on a cache sector reassignment to move any data
from the cache to mainstorage. All that is required isto change the
sector address register, reset the validity bits, and initiate Ioading
of a block. The processor is capable of buffering one instruction
requesting the storing of information in main storage, so that it
can proceed with subsequent instructions even if execution of the
store instruction cannot be initiated immediately.
Two processor cycles are required to fetch data that is in the
cache. The first cycle is used to examine the sector address registers
and the validity bits to determine if the data is in the cache. The
second cycle is then used to read the data outof the cache. However, requests can normallybe overlapped, so that one request can
be processed every cycle. If the data is not present in the cache,
additional cycles are required while the block is loaded into the
cache from main storage.
The storage word size on which the Model 85 operates internally
is 16 bytes. This is the width of the data paths to and from the
storage units, and is the amount the processor can store or fetch
with a single request. Because a single 2365-5 storage unit operates
on an 8-byte-wide interface,twounits
are pairedtogether and
operated simultaneously. Except for the 512K configuration, main
storage is interleaved four ways. Since a block is 64 bytes, four
fetches to main storage are required to load one block into the
cache. With four-way interleaving, this means one request to each
basic storage module. To improveperformance, the first basic
storage module referred to during each block load is the one containing the 16 bytes wanted by theprocessor. I n addition to being
loaded into the cache, the data is sent directly to theprocessor, so
that execution can proceed as soon as possible (see Figure 2).
On the Model 85, channels store and fetch data byway of the
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processor. Channel fetches are processed by- getting the required
data from main storage without referring to the cache. Channel
stores are handled the same way as processor stores. In this way, if
a channel changes data thatis in the cache, the cache is updated but
the channels do not have any part of the cache devoted to them.
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Among the questions that had to be answered to determine whether
the cache approach should be taken were: (1) how effective is it,
and (2) does its effectiveness vary substantially from one program
to another? The principal tools used to answer these questions are
the tracing andtiming techniques referred to in Part I. The tracing
technique produces an instruction-by-instruction trace of a program operating under the S Y S T E M / ~ ~Operating
O
System. The output
is a sequence of ‘(trace tapes,” which contain every instruction
executed, whether in the problem program or the operating system,
and thenecessary information to determine how long it takes to be
executed. These trace tapescontain about 250,000 instructions each
and areused as inputto a timing program, which determines, cycleby-cycle, howthe Model 85 would execute that sequence of instructions. These techniques are intended to determine internal performance and do not provide any information concerning throughput. An intensive investigation preceded selection of the programs
used in this study.
In order to measure the effectiveness of the cache, we postulated
a system identical to the Model 85 except that the storage hierarchy
is replaced by a single-level storage operating at cache speed. The
performance of such a system is that which would be achieved by
the Model 85 if it always found the datait wanted in the cache and
if it never encountered interference in main storage due to stores.
Therefore, it represents an upper limit on the performance of the
Model 85; how close the Model 85 approaches this ideal can serve
as a measure of how effective the cache is. Nineteen trace tapes
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were timed for both the Model 85 and the postulated system, and
the performance of the Model 85 was expressed as a percentage of
the performance of the ideal system. Figure 3 shows the distribution of performance data obtained, The average was 81 percent of
the performance of the ideal system,with a range between 66
and 94 percent.
An important statistic related to cache operation is the probability of finding the datawanted for a fetch in the cache. Figure 4
shows the distribution of this probability for the same 19 trace
tapes used for Figure 3. The average probability was 0.968. It is
worth noting that, if the addresses generated by a program were
random, the probability of finding the data wanted in the cache
would be much less than 0.01. Therefore, it can be said that what
makes the cache work is the fact that real programs are not random
in their addressing patterns.
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Table 2

Averageperformancerelativetoanideal
system with cache size and number of bytes per block varied - Number of sectors =16

Number of
cache 266
bytes 128

,

Table 3

Number of bytes
per

block

64

8K

0.744

16K

0.825

0.810

0.781

32K

0.891

0.885

0.870

Comparative performance using different cache sector replacement algorithms

algorithm
1 partition*

performance
1.000

2 partitions

0.990

4 partitions

0.987

8 partitions

0.979

16 partitions

0.933

usage bits

0.931

* Replacement algorithm chosen for the Model 85

Table 3 summarizes the resultsobtained. The choice of the
activity list was made because it provided the bestbalance between cost and performance.

Summary comment
The inclusion of a storage hierarchy represents one of the major
advances in system organization presentin theModel 85. Although
the concept of a storage hierarchy is not new, the successful implementation of a nanosecond/microsecond level of hierarchy was
inhibited until now by the lack of a suitable technology. As implemented in the Model 85, the fast monolithic storage physically
integrated with the CPU logic yields the desired machine speed,
while the large core storage yields the desired storage capacity,
the combinationbeing transparent to the user. It is likely that
with future progress in technology this nanosecond/microsecond
hierarchy is not merely an innovation that worked out well for
the Model 85, but rather it is a fundamental step forward
that
will be incorporated into most large systems of the future.
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